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You’ve come a long way since starting this course and have morphed into a warm-blooded alpha female 

who is booked, busy, thriving and thankful! But has your ex? Here’s how to decode what he’s really saying 

when he reaches out, and how to respond!

GETTING BACK TOGETHER: 

How To Respond When He 

Reaches Out

Worksheet

1. The One-Worder: “Hey”

If he dumped you or was a fuckboy, then this merit’s no response. A one word text doesn't’ not 

remotely qualify as effort, emotion or him going out on a risky limb to show the woman he likes 

she’s valued. So don’t positively reinforce him throwing rocks at your digital window. Other forms 

this may take? 





“Miss u”


“Happy birthday” 


<some random gif or meme>


Commenting an emoji or “lol” on your stories or post

Think of it this way: if someone wrote this on a piece of paper and handed it to you, would you 

keep it as something meaningful and special? No. 





However. If you were the problem—the heartbreaker, the drama queen, the fighter—then you may 

consider responding. But remember, you’re not that person anymore. You don’t need to shrink from 

shame at the past. You’re whole, happy and deserve an equal power dynamic. 





If you do respond, keep it light and bright. Remember you Build-a-Bitch. Remember his shadow self. 

Distance yourself from the last version he remembers of you and play up the positive qualities that 

nostalgia reinforced. 
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2. The Reminiscer: “I saw a weiner dog yesterday and thought 
of you, I hope you and Noodles are doing well.”

This kind of text is a digital temperature check. Other forms this may take?





“Saw ur stories, congrats on law school.”


“Tell your sister hbd”


“Hope your mom’s Thanksgiving party is fun

Anything that touches back to your relationship. It could be he’s saying because he’s a narcissist 

who behaved badly and needs to think you don’t hate him. 





If you respond positively (“Noodles is soooooooo good he misses you! Here are 8 pictures!! How 

have you been??”) his ego has all it needs and he usually won’t reply back.





Deprive him of that and don’t respond. Remember: what you permit, you promote. If you respond 

to meaningless bullshit meant to tug on your heartstrings and boost HIS ego, then you’ll set up 

that dynamic going forward: all manipulation, no substance.





But if he’s a quality guy, thumbs up the message. That’s it. Seeing any kind of response from you—

even the bland thumbs up—will impel him to say something meaningful (“I really miss you and I’d 

love to see you again”). 





No worthwhile man gives up after one ignored text. None of them.

3. The Confessor: “I’ve been thinking a lot about how things 
went down and I really want to get together to clear the air.”

Again, the fuckboy needs to know he’s not the bad guy. So he’s ready to rehash things either to see 

you still adore him despite his terrible behavior, or because he just likes to fight and needs the ego 

win. 





A quality guy will genuinely regret how things went and see this as the necessary clean up before 

possibly starting over. But remember, you’re not that same girl anymore. You are whole and 

healthy. YOU have moved on. The cleanup is already done.





So no matter which type of guy you’re dealing with this is the response: 



“No need to clear the air, all good!”





It’s dismissive enough to deprive the fuckboy of the ego boost but for the good guy, it lets the past 

be the past and shows you are no longer the drama-fueled petty princess keeping score. It’s the 

first step to reinvention and shifting the dynamic to something fresh and healthy.
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4. The Grand Gesture: "Listen, I miss you and I want to give 
things another try."

This is the ONLY form of re-communication that absolutely warrants a response. You're still keeping 

it breezy, leaving the past behind, and dialing up those irresistable shadow-self qualities you've 

honed in on. 





And actually, by mostly ignoring the one word, nostalgic or confessor-types of texts from an ex, you 

will (if they are in fact quality guys) impel them to make these bold declarations. Remember: men 

only make grand statements when they're frustrated. If you're too responsive, too available, you will 

disrupt his process. You MUST frustrate him. 





Fuckboys will not be frustrated because they don't care if they lose you. Frustration walks hand-in-

hand with valuing something. So not responding to a fuckboy is always the right move. 

If he isn't a douche, he'll make it known. He'll keep texting. No quality man wants to be seen as a 

shallow asshole. But if he really is a garbage person, he'll move on to his next target. Meanwhile 

your path will be clear, your boundaries rock solid, and your heart so full and whole that a true 

prince will have room to finally enter your life—and you will be in the healthy space to let him in! 


